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Abstract

Background: Therapy of strictures, one of the most common complications of Crohn’s disease (CD), remains a challenging task in gastroenterology. While infliximab is widely recognized as being very effective in active CD, it has been reported to cause strictures in some patients. As a consequence, essentially by inference, many clinicians have chosen not to use it in the presence of strictures. Aims: To find evidence in the available data that infliximab does not cause strictures and that there is no rational basis to avoid its a priori use when a stricture is already present. In addition, to review what is currently known on the general management of strictures in CD. Methods: Discussion of the data that led to the hypothesis of a causal association between infliximab and strictures. Review of the mechanisms and the risk factors for stricture development in CD; of the different types of CD-related strictures; of the available means to distinguish them, and of the literature related to the efficacy and safety of infliximab as well as other biologics and other therapies in different strictureing scenarios. Results and Conclusions: Although larger controlled studies are due in the near future, current evidence indicates that infliximab does not cause strictures in CD. The drug appears safe and effective in the presence of an inflammatory stenosis while being predictably ineffective, but not harmful, in the presence of fibrosis. Different strictureing scenarios in CD must be clearly distinguished for proper management of this complication.

Introduction

Strictures, both in the small intestine and colon, represent one of the most common complications of Crohn’s disease (CD) and the main cause of hospitalization and costs in the management of patients affected by this pathology [1]. Therapy remains a challenging and yet fundamental task for the practicing gastroenterologist today. What follows is a review focusing on the role of biologics, essentially infliximab, in strictureing intestinal CD. The known mechanisms of stricture formation, risk factors for stricture development, differential diagnosis of various types of strictures in CD as well as therapies other than infliximab will also be discussed. Since the data related to therapeutic strategies in strictureing CD are still preliminary, the conclusions related to this issue reflect in part the author’s experience and opinion as well as the available evidence. Larger controlled studies are due in the near future.
Background

Since 1995 infliximab, an anti-TNF-α monoclonal antibody, has been widely recognized as one of the most effective medications in active CD [2]. With this therapy, clinical improvement is accompanied by significant healing of the endoscopic lesions and the disappearance of the mucosal inflammatory infiltrate through a downregulation of inflammatory mediators [3, 4]. Yet, it has been reported that strictures may develop in some patients [5–7] after infliximab treatment, possibly because rapid mucosal healing may induce fibrosis in the submucosa and in the deeper layers of the gut wall. Although the authors of these initial observations never directly implied it, many clinicians have chosen, essentially by inference and/or personal experience, not to use infliximab in the presence of strictures. Indeed, the manufacturer’s recommendations have long discouraged its use in the presence of intestinal stenoses [8]. Paradoxically, according to the step-up protocol [9], the drug has generally been used as a last resource in CD, precisely the situation in which stenoses are exceedingly common. As a consequence, a large number of CD patients who may have benefitted from infliximab therapy may not have been treated at all.

Does Infliximab Cause Strictures? The Data and the Literature Revisited

Published data apparently showing a cause-effect relationship between infliximab and stricture development in CD involved a limited number of observations. In particular, D’Haens et al. [5] show a new stenosis occurring after treatment in 1 of 30 patients. Likewise, only small series of patients developing this apparent complication have been described in preliminary form by Vasilopoulos et al. [6] and by Toy et al. [7]. Although the observations described by these investigators remain solid and reproducible, none of these reports detailed the clinical cases (i.e. severity and duration of the disease and other risk factors for stricture development). Furthermore, although theoretical evidence exists suggesting that TNF-α may interfere with fibrosis in some tissues [10] (see below), other evidence indicates that its inhibitor infliximab may actually be antifibrogenic in CD [11].

That infliximab treatment may not be directly linked to stricture development is also supported by a recent report by Lichtenstein et al. [12]. On the basis of a detailed analysis of the ongoing observational TREAT registry and the ACCENT I study, these authors have shown that CD severity and duration, ileal disease and new corticosteroid use, but not infliximab therapy, are associated with a greater risk of developing strictures when data are analyzed by multivariable analyses. Only when the data of the TREAT registry were subjected to univariate analyses did strictures appear to occur at a greater rate in infliximab-treated patients compared with patients who received other treatments. Thus, previous inferential conclusions may indeed reflect the long held strategy to use infliximab in more seriously ill patients such as those in a later stage of disease, with several risk factors and already probably irreversibly bound to develop strictures [9].

The State of the Art

Does the analysis by Lichtenstein et al. [12] change the way we use infliximab in CD? In clinical practice few clinicians are concerned that this drug will eventually cause strictures in a patient who does not have any [13]. Instead, a fundamental issue raised by this paper is whether, in light of the above results, one could safely treat a patient who already has a stenosis with infliximab.

Three types of strictures have been described in CD [14]: anastomotic (resulting from surgery), inflammatory (due to cell infiltration and edema in the bowel wall), and fibrotic (due to collagen deposition), all of which may result in obstruction.

Anastomotic (post-surgical) strictures are often short and linear and may appear several months after surgery in the complete absence of disease recurrence (fig. 1). Only inflammatory and fibrotic strictures are part of the natural history of the disease and will be the main focus of the following sections.

It is generally believed that, as an earlier expression of disease, inflammatory stenoses are reversible (i.e. can be managed medically) while fibrotic strictures can only be treated by surgery. However, cell infiltration and fibrosis may coexist in the same stricture and be part of the same ongoing pathological process [15].

How Does a Fibrotic Stricture Form?

The fibrogenesis in CD is incompletely understood and appears to result from a complex interplay among local inflammatory cells, fibroblasts, smooth muscle cells, and cytokines [10, 16, 17].

A major role in the process is played by the cytokine transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) and by the un-
controlled transformation of resident mesenchymal cells into matrix depositing myofibroblasts [18].

TGF-β is a fibrogenic as well as powerful anti-inflammatory cytokine. CD patients express increased amounts of pro-fibrotic TGF-β2 and decreased levels of the inhibitory cytokine TGF-β3 [19]. However, this may not be the consequence of a genetic predisposition but may rather reflect local events since this type of cytokine expression is limited to the fibrotic segment of the intestine [19]. Local events are also involved in increased adhesion molecule expression in fibroblasts which is only observed in cells obtained from the serosa of inflamed segments and not in dermal fibroblasts from the edge of the skin incision in CD patients [20]. In turn, greater expression of adhesion molecules and growth factors promotes cell recruitment, cell–cell interaction, and excessive synthesis of the extracellular matrix.

Furthermore, the observed dysregulated matrix metalloproteinase activity, which prevents normal breakdown of deposited matrix with abnormal contractile activity favoring scar contraction and stricture formation, is also confined to fibroblasts isolated from the fibrotic tract of the intestine [16].

TNF-α appears to antagonize TGF-β-dependent responses by increasing prostacyclin, inducing JNK MAP kinase and Smad 7 expression, each of which has antifibrotic effects [21, 22]. However, there is experimental and clinical evidence suggesting that infliximab, which inhibits TNF-α, may be antifibrogenic. Indeed, in CD patients, infliximab appears capable of decreasing the serum levels of basic fibroblast growth factor and vascular endothelial growth factor, both known to be involved in the process of fibrosis [23]. In addition, anti-TNF antibodies appear capable of functionally modulating the myofibroblasts of CD patients [11]. Thus, the clinical significance and the therapeutic implications of the above observations in stricturing CD remain unknown.

In conclusion, cytokine expression patterns suggest that the specific fibrogenic phenotype in CD may not be due to a genetic background but, instead, it may result from the microenvironment in strictured bowel segments [16].

What Are the Risk Factors for the Development of Fibrotic Strictures?

As discussed above, CD severity and duration, ileal disease and new corticosteroid use, but not infliximab therapy, appear to be associated with a greater risk of developing strictures [12, 24]. However we still do not know whether some CD patients are destined to develop this complication while others may never do [25]. The Montreal classification distinguishes, among the others, an inflammatory and a stricturing form of CD [26] but, in contrast with previous classifications, recognizes that disease behavior is dynamic over time, e.g. that one form may evolve into the other [27, 28].

Many studies [29–32] but not all [33] have found that the CARD15 polymorphism is associated with early stricture development. Since current data often show that NOD2/CARD15 mutations in CD are associated with ileal involvement, more studies may be needed to determine whether these mutations are also always associated with a higher risk of stricturing disease [29] or whether instead the risk solely depends on disease location [12]. Unfortunately, as yet, the correlation between CARD15 polymorphisms, which by themselves are only associated with a portion of CD cases regardless of disease behavior, and clinical and histopathological features has at best limited clinical applicability [34].

By contrast, TNF receptor gene polymorphisms seem to be associated with a reduced risk of stricturing disease [35].

Fig. 1. Postsurgical colonic stricture: barium enema. The patient underwent segmental sigmoid resection 1 year earlier for colonic CD. Note (circle) the short linear narrowing of the lumen in the absence of active disease recurrence.
Other studies indicate that an increased level of metalloproteinases in the ileum can be the basis of stricture formation [36]. Still others propose histopathology [37], bowel wall thickness on abdominal ultrasound [38] and anti-ASCA antibodies [39] as possible prognostic factors in stricture formation and bowel obstruction in CD.

In conclusion, there is evidence in favor of a genetic predisposition to develop strictures and there is evidence suggesting that strictures are related to disease duration and the degree of inflammation [10]. The cytokine expression pattern in the affected and normal bowel of CD patients (see above) suggests that local factors may be more important than genetics. It is possible that the capacity of scar formation, in the intestine as well as in other organs and tissues such as the skin, may depend on host predisposition. However, we cannot at the moment predict with certainty who will and who will not develop fibrotic strictures. Nevertheless, we do know that this complication is extremely frequent.

**How Do We Distinguish an Inflammatory from a Fibrotic Stricture?**

The differential diagnosis between a fibrotic and an inflammatory narrowing of the lumen is difficult. Furthermore, the two processes may actually coexist. In such a case the challenge is to quantify the two components and, ideally, to manage the patient accordingly.

While the initial diagnosis of any stricture, regardless of its nature, is often made by endoscopy, the role of this procedure in the differential diagnosis of strictures in CD remains uncertain since collagen deposition occurs in the deeper layers of the intestinal wall, beyond the reach of biopsies [15].

A number of other techniques may help to identify the type of stenosis. First, with small bowel enteroclysis (fig. 2), the inflammatory stenosis shows a scarcely defined profile with wide irregular margins of the bowel wall (fig. 2A), while the fibrotic stricture is narrow and fixed, and the contrast medium easily visualized (fig. 2B). There is usually a classic pre-stenotic dilation (i.e. excessive widening of the lumen proximally to the narrowing; fig. 2B, arrow) in a fibrotic stricture, a feature often missing in the inflammatory stenosis (fig. 2A). Ultrasound, especially with contrast medium, may also be useful in differentiating between the two types of narrowing but it requires a great deal of expertise [40]. MRI using oral mannitol or polyethylene glycol for bowel opacification and intravenously infused gadolinium-DTPA as a contrast medium, has proven extremely valuable in determining the degree of inflammation in any given stenosis [41, 42]. Accumulation of gadolinium in the bowel wall indicates active inflammation with high accuracy (fig. 3A). On the contrary, its absence denotes fibrosis (fig. 3B). In addition to providing such information which may be essential for the management of the patient (see below) and which cannot be provided even by tissue biopsy, MRI is much safer than other procedures bearing virtually no radiation hazard. Indeed, MRI is slowly but surely replacing traditional small bowel enteroclysis as the elective morphologic study of the small intestine and should be recommended in the initial evaluation of intestinal strictures in CD [32]. At the present time, the cost and availability of the instruments remain limiting factors. Contrast-enhanced CT enterography also seems to hold great promise in assessing mural attenuation and thickness [43]. Finally, 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography, a method based on the rapid glucose turnover by inflamed tissue, also seems capable of distinguishing an inflammatory from a fibrotic stricture with good accuracy [44].

---

**Fig. 2. Differential diagnosis between an inflammatory stenosis (A) and a fibrotic stricture (B): small bowel enteroclysis.** Note the sharp, fixed and narrow lumen and the presence of a pre-stenotic dilation (arrow) in the fibrotic stricture (B) compared to the wider, less defined margins as well as with the absence of dilation in the inflammatory stenosis (A).
While MRI and CT enterography may greatly help to distinguish an inflammatory from a fibrotic stricture, there are few data in the literature regarding their potential incremental benefit in the management of strictures compared to the simple combination of radiographic findings and the clinical picture.

Indeed, in the presence of active inflammation the patient usually presents with several bowel movements per day, abdominal pain and general malaise. Leukocytosis can also be present while inflammatory indices (erythrocyte sedimentation rate and especially C-reactive protein) are frequently though not always elevated [45], and hemoglobin levels are often reduced. An elevation in fecal calprotectin appears to correlate with the degree of inflammation in CD [46] but its role, if any, in the differential diagnosis of intestinal strictures remains to be evaluated. On the contrary, the patient with an exclusively fibrotic stricture without active inflammation often has a quiescent, long-standing disease with only modest symptoms [14]. There may be overlapping clinical pictures when active inflammation in the stenosis is associated with the presence of fibrotic tissue (see below).

**Infliximab and Strictures in CD: Lessons from Clinical Cases and Series**

To date the use of biologics in stricturing CD is limited to infliximab. Even with the latter, no randomized controlled trial has been conducted and only case or se-
eries reports have been published so far [47–50]. Although initial, open pilot studies have been started [51, 52], additional data would certainly be desirable. However, at the present time, the design and conduct of such trials may be limited by inherent problems such as the capacity of individual centers to properly classify stenoses (i.e. fibrotic vs. inflammatory, length, location, lumen diameter) and, hence, to stratify patients. With this limitation in mind, published data can give us an insight into both the safety and efficacy of this medication in the presence of stenoses. These reports show that infliximab may be useful in the presence of active inflammation, whenever its powerful anti-inflammatory effect can improve transit by reducing cell infiltration and edema in the bowel wall. Since inflammation and fibrosis may coexist in the same stenosis different scenarios can be envisioned depending on the relative contribution of the two components (inflammatory and fibrotic) to the narrowing of the lumen.

When the stenosis is purely inflammatory (fig. 4A), the effect of infliximab is powerful, rapid and complete: the involved bowel wall thins out because cellular infiltration and edema disappear (fig. 4B) [47]. Improvement in the obstruction-like clinical picture in such cases is present and the effect is likely long-lasting. Thus, infliximab in this situation may well be the indication of choice [47].

When the stricture is mostly inflammatory (fig. 5A) but also presents a fibrotic component, infliximab largely relieves the narrowing of the lumen (fig. 5B). In the case illustrated in figure 5 a short tract (fig. 5B, arrow, later proven to be fibrotic by histological examination of the resected intestine) did not respond to the treatment [48]. However, symptomatic improvement (the patient had intermittent obstruction) was also significant in this case. Here, because of the presence of a fibrotic component, the effect of infliximab is less dramatic compared to the previous case but the indication to use it may still be present.

When a tight stricture with a pre-stenotic dilation is present (fig. 6A) many specialists choose to refer the patient to a surgeon. However, in this case the patient was symptomatic for active disease; MRI showed enrichment of gadolinium in the bowel wall (fig. 6B) and no signs or symptoms of obstruction were present. Here infliximab brought about an improvement in clinical symptoms and a clear increase in the lumen of the terminal ileum. However, the affected bowel walls remained scarcely distensible and the pre-stenotic dilation, although much reduced, was still present (fig. 6C) [49]. As in the previous cases, infliximab treatment brought about a dramatic resolution of the inflammatory component of the stricture which improved the patient’s conditions. However, even after 1.5 years of therapy infliximab in no way affected the major fixed, fibrotic and likely irreversible...
component of the stricture (fig. 6C) [49]. Here the indication to use medical therapy appears weaker and must be preceded by a thorough clinical evaluation: in the absence of frank intestinal obstruction and of a septic focus, infliximab could be used, under careful observation, as a potential bridge to surgery. However, more data are needed to support the latter hypothesis.

Thus, although no systematic study has investigated the efficacy of infliximab in CD patients with an intestinal stenosis, it appears that the presence of a fibrotic component would be the major factor limiting efficacy. Indeed, on the basis of the cases described above, it appears, predictably, that the greater the degree of fibrosis in the stenosis the lesser the effect of the drug. To be effective infliximab should be given earlier in the course of disease, before collagen deposition has begun [53].

However, even when a fibrotic component is present and provided there is no contraindication such as clinical obstruction and/or a septic focus, this medication appears safe and could play a useful role: it does not cause new stenoses and does not worsen preexisting ones.

Conclusions: A Working Model

How can we use the information provided above in a practical clinical setting? Evidence-based guidelines cannot be proposed at the moment and must await additional randomized studies. However, available data as well as clinical experience and experts’ opinion could be combined at the present time to design the algorithm presented in figure 7.

In a patient with CD and a suspected intestinal stricture, frank clinical obstruction should be immediately excluded. If the latter is present, the patient should be hospitalized and the obstruction managed as an urgent indication. Bowel rest, nasogastric suction and intravenous hydration remain the mainstays of supportive care. There is no consensus regarding the use of intravenous steroids in such a situation [14, 54, 55]. While anecdotal experience suggests that they may relieve acute obstruction caused by an inflammatory stenosis, solid evidence is still lacking. Indeed, some authorities prefer to adopt a ‘wait and see’ strategy (observation and supplementary measures only) since many acute obstructions may spontaneously resolve in 24–48 h if due, for example, to fiber bolus impact in a narrowed intes-
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Likewise, there is no evidence that immunosuppressive medications such as azathioprine/6-mercaptopurine may be effective in this situation [54]. This is not surprising given their slow onset of action. Biologics may act fast in relieving inflammation [47] and therefore be potentially very useful in resolving acute obstruction caused by an inflammatory stenosis. This is also suggested by a recent report describing the rapid resolution of acute Crohn’s colitis by adalimumab [57]. However, at the present time the use of biologics in an urgent clinical setting remains an indication with limited evidence and can be recommended as such [58]. Future studies will clarify the role of infliximab and other biologics in this scenario and whether, in such situation, they may even be used as a diagnostic tool to distinguish between an inflammatory and a fibrotic stricture, based on their clinical efficacy in relieving obstructive symptoms.

It should be stressed that clinical obstruction in any given CD patient may be due not only to strictures or bolus impact but also to adhesions, a cause which will not respond to medical therapy and which is usually responsible of the most serious and sudden clinical symptoms [56]. It should also be kept in mind that an intestinal stenosis, both in the large and small intestine, may be due to e.g. cancer, radiation therapy, ischemia and previous diverticulitis [59]. The latter causes, when appropriate, should be carefully excluded by endoscopy and biopsy for example, especially if a clear diagnosis of CD has not yet been made [59].

If medical management relieves obstruction, or clinical obstruction is absent from the outset, a more elective approach can be taken into consideration. As detailed above, radiologic, MRI, ultrasound and clinical features can be used to exclude/treat a septic focus (the next priority) and diagnose a stenosis as well as define its nature. The latter in turn will guide further therapeutic decisions. The management of anastomotic (post-surgical) strictures by endoscopic dilation in selected patients with a short fibrotic narrowing, favorable anatomy and in the absence of severe inflammation has proven relatively effective and safe [60, 61] even though the procedure must often be repeated with time [62]. The use of this technique in the other CD-related strictures (see below) remains controversial [63, 64]. In a purely inflammatory stenosis the evidence reviewed above suggests that infliximab may not only be effective but it may actually represent the indication of choice. In a mixed inflammatory/fibrotic stenosis infliximab can be used but it may only be partially effective. In a mostly fibrotic stricture infliximab may only be minimally effective and should be tried with caution since such patients with advanced, irreversible
disease may actually independently develop clinical obstruction. Furthermore, a tight, fibrotic stricture can be associated with an internal fistula [65] a complication probably best managed by surgery [66]. As discussed above, more data are needed to support the hypothesis that in such a situation infliximab can be given as a bridge therapy before surgery.

While other therapies such as mesalamine, budesonide and immunosuppressives may also be indicated in active forms of CD [54], no data are available regarding their efficacy in specifically treating or preventing intestinal strictures in this disease, even aside from urgent indications. However, the therapeutic strategies proposed in figure 7 could in theory apply to an individual CD patient who is already under treatment with, e.g., azathioprine. Whether such medication should be continued if therapy with infliximab is initiated is unclear, especially in light of the serious adverse events recently attributed to the combination [67]. Here again, proper studies should address these important issues.

In conclusion, while proper clinical judgment should always decide whether it is time for surgery to play a role, current evidence appears to indicate that it is the nature of the stenoses (not stenoses per se) which should guide the clinical management and the choice of therapy in the individual CD patient.
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